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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
On the dynamics of Navier-Stokes equation 
Submitted by DUAN, Qin 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in August 2008 
In the past several decades, significant progress have been made for the com-
pressible Na,vier-Stokes systems with a positive constant viscous coefficient. 
In this thesis, a free boundary problem for one-dimensional compressible 
Navier-Stokes system with density-dependent viscosity was studied extensively. 
Under certain assumptions imposed on the initial data, we establish not only the 
global existence and uniqueness of the weak solution but also long time behavior. 
i 
摘要 
在 過 去 的 幾 十 年 中 ， 帶 有 正 的 常 粘 性 係 數 的 可 壓 縮 的 
Navier-Stokes方程取得了很大的進展。 
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It is well-known that the motion of fluids in many cases are governed by the 
following famous compressible Navier-Stokes equations with constant viscous co-
efficients 
/ ^ 
17： + div{pu) 二 0, 
< f (1.0.1) 
+ div{pu fiAu - iVdivu + V(P(p)) = p / , 
ot 
where p e M, u G R", and P G M denote density, velocity and pressure respec-
tively, f is corresponding to external force to the fluids, ^ are constant viscous 
coefficients. In general, it is assumed /x > 0, /x + ^ > 0. 
In the past several decades, significant progress have been made for the sys-
tem (1.0.1) not only for special data but also for general initial data, both in 
one-dimensional and multi-dimensional cases, For instance, the one-dimensional 
problem was addressed by Kazhikhov in [22] for the sufficiently smooth data, and 
by Serre in [41] and Hoff [16] for discontinuous initial data where the data were 
uniformly away from the vacuum. Concerning the global existence and the large-
time behavior of solutions for sufficiently small data in multi-dimensional case, 
the system (1.0.1) (as well as the full compressible Navier-Stokes equations) was 
well-understood in the sense if the data were small perturbation of an uniform 
non-vacuum state, then there existed a (smooth or weak) solution which was time-
1 
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asymptotically stable (see [29, 30, 31]). Later, Hoff obtained these results for the 
discontinuous initial data [17] and more recently, by Dan chin [7], who obtained 
existence and uniqueness of the global solutions in a functional space invariant by 
the natural scaling of the associate equations. However, for the large data, many 
important problems, for example, the existence of global solution in the case of 
heat-conducting gases and the uniqueness of weak solutions are still open. The 
first general result was obtained by Lions in [25], in which he used the method of 
weak convergence to obtain global weak solutions provided the specific heat ratio 
3N 
7 is appropriately large, for example, 7 > ^ ^ N = 2,3. There have been 
many generalizations of this results, see [12，16, 18, 24, 25，49] and references 
therein. Furthermore, there are many studies on fluids in a fixed domain with 
various boundary conditions, see [25]. Besides the fixed boundary, the motion 
of free surface of fluids has important physical and engineering background, for 
example, the interface between fluids and vacuum, the interface between different 
fluids, etc. The free boundary problem of one-dimensional compressible Navier-
Stokes equations were investigated in [1, 2]，where the global existence of the 
weak solutions was proved. Similar results were obtained by Okada and Makino 
37] for the equations of spherically symmetric motion of viscous gases. Further-
more, the free boundary problem of the one-dimensional viscous gas expanding 
into the vacuum has been studied by many people, see [36, 37] and reference 
therein. In particular, in [27], Luo, Xin and Yang studied the regularity and the 
behavior of solutions near the interfaces between the gas and vacuum, and give 
a quite precise description on growth rate of the free boundary. 
However, it seems that (1.0.1) is not suitable to study fluids near vacuum. 
In general, there is no continuous dependence on the initial data for fluids with 
vacuum states, see [17]. Furthermore, it was proved in [48] that classical solutions 
will break down when the initial data has compact support. As pointed out in [26], 
the main reason for this came from the independence of the kinematic viscosity 
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coefficient on the density. 
To understand fluids behavior near vacuum, one needs to choose an alternative 
system for (1.0.1). In fact, if one derives compressible Navier-Stokes equations 
from Boltzmann equation by exploiting Chapman-Enskog expansion up to the 
second order, as in [14], one can find the viscosity is not constant but a function 
of the temperature. For isentropic flow, this dependence is translated to the 
dependence on the density by the law of Boyle and Gay-Lussac for ideal gas as 
discussed by Liu et al. [26 . 
In these cases, instead of (1.0.1), compressible Navier-Stokes equation is of 
the following form 
f Q p 
+ div{pu) = 0, 
< f (1.0.2) 
+ div{pu + V P - div(/i(p)Du) - V{X(p)divu) = 0， 
dt 
where x G E", n = 2,3, 二 p), 7 > 1, D(u) = is the stress tensor, 
/i(/9) and A(p) are Lame viscosity coefficients. In particular, the viscous Saint-
Venant system for shallow water is expressed exactly as (1.0.2) with ri = 2, ii(p)= 
p,入(/9) = 0 and P(p) = Shallow water equations are to describe vertically 
averaged flows in three-dimensional shallow domains in term of the mean velocity 
u and the variation of the depth p due to the free surface, which is widely used in 
geophysical flows. This equations were derived rigorously by Gerbeau-Perthame 
recently (see [13]). In recent years, there are many studies for system (1.0.2) in 
both one-dimensional and higher dimensional setting. Global smooth solutions 
for data close to equilibrium were established in [45]. Bresch, Desjardins, and 
Lin [3] showed the V- stability of weak solutions for the Korteweg system with 
the Korteweg stress tensor hcpWAp, and their result was later improved in [4] to 
include the case of vanishing capillarity (k, = 0) but with an additional quadratic 
friction term rp\u\u. In their paper, a new entropy estimate is established in 
3] which provided some high regularity for the density. Recently, Mellet and 
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Vasseuer [32] proved the L? stability results of [3，4] to the case r = n = 0. 
Nevertheless, the global existence of weak solutions of the compressible Navier-
Stokes equations with density-dependent viscosity (1.0.2) is still open in the multi-
dimensional cases except for spherical symmetric case, see [15]. The key issue 
now is how to construct approximate solutions satisfying the a priori estimates 
required in the L^ stability analysis. It seems highly nontrivial to do so due to the 
degeneracy of the viscosities near vacuum and the additional entropy inequality 
to be held in the construction of approximate solutions. 
In contrast to higher dimensional case, there are fruitful studies for (1.0.2) in 
one-dimensional setting, where the system (1.0.2) reads as follows: 
]Pt + {pu)x 二 0’ 
(1.0.3) 
� + {p'U^ + P{p))x + /. 
Suppose that ji — cpf) with c and 6 being positive constants. When the initial 
density connects to vacuum with discontinuities, Makino, Liu, Xin and Yang 
obtained the local existence of weak solutions to Navier-Stokes equations with 
vacuum [26, 28]. The global existence and uniqueness of weak solution when 
0 < 0 < 1/3 was obtained by Okada in [38]. Later, it was generalized to the cases 
for 0 < < 1/2 and 0 < < 1 in [51, 20] respectively. When heat-conducting 
effect are considered, Jiang in [19] proved the global existence of smooth solutions 
provided that 0 < 0 < 1/4. The global solutions to (1.0.3) with discontinuous 
initial data was obtained by Fang and Zhang in [10]. Very recently, if the initial 
density is bounded away from zero (no vacuum), Mellet and Vasseur proved the 
existence and uniqueness of global strong solution in [33] for 0 < a < 1/2. 
The key estimate for all these results is the uniform positive lower bound of 
the density with respect to the construction of the approximate solution. Since 
these estimate implies that the second equation in (1.0.3) is uniformly parabolic 
in th(3 fluid region, which yields existence, uniqueness of solution and long time 
behavior. This is the key point to obtain the global existence of solution to (1.0.3) 
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when the initial data connects to vacuum discontinuously in [20, 38，51 . 
If the density function connects to vacuum continuously, there is no positive 
lower bound for the density function and the viscosity coefficient vanishes at 
vacuum. This dcgeiieracy in the viscosity coefficient gives rise to new difficulties 
for analysis because of the less regularizing effects on the solutions. A local 
existence result was obtained in [52] under the free boundary condition with 
0 > 1/2，and global existence result in [53] for 0 < 0 < 2/9 and in [47] for 
0 < (9 < 1/3. When the external force is constant, in [39], Okada obtained 
the global existence of the weak solution as long as 0 G (0,5/37). In [8], a 
global existence and uniqueness of the equation with the gravitational force was 
obtained for 0 < < 1/3, furthermore, the author showed that the density 
function t) is lowerly bounded by a power function x^. It was circulated in 
46] that Zhang and Fang obtained the global existence and uniqueness of the 
weak solution when the initial data is a small perturbation to the stationary 
solution as long as G (0,7 — 1) Pl(0,7/2], where 7 > 1 is the adiabatic constant 
of poly tropic gas. In their paper, the uniform bounds with respect to time of 
the density function was obtained. From this property, they showed that such a 
system does not develop vacuum states or concentration states in the domain for 
all time. Also, they estimated the upper bound of the velocity function uniformly 
in time and obtained one of the important features of this problem, that was, 
the interface separating the gas and vacuum propagated with finite speed. For 
fi(p) = p^ {6 > 1/2), Li, Li and Xin in [23] studied this case for both bounded 
spatial domains or periodic domains and showed that for any global entropy 
weak solution, any (possibly existing) vacuum state must vanish within finite 
time. The velocity (even if regular enough and well defined) blow up in finite 
time as the vacuum states vanish. Furthermore, after the vanishing of vacuum 
states, the global entropy weak solution becomes a strong solution. Very recently, 
the Cauchy problem for one-dimensional compressible flows were investigated by 
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Jiu, Xin in [21]. In this paper, two cases were considered. First, the initial density 
was assumed to be integrable on the whole real line. Second, the deviation of 
the initial density from a positive constant density was integrable on the whole 
real line. It was proved that for both cases, weak solutions existed globally in 
time. In particular, for the second case, the phenomena of vanishing of vacuum 
and blow-up of the solutions were presented and it was also shown that after the 
vanishing of vacuum states, the globally weak solution became a unique strong 
one. These generalized the corresponding results in [23 . 
Meanwhile, there are also some investigations on the large time behavior of 
the solutions for the non-constant viscosity coefficient, for example, [42, 54] and 
reference therein. Under zero velocity boundary condition, A.A.Zlotnik in [54 
studied the stabilization of symmetric solutions and the stabilization rate was 
evaluated. Later, the result was improved by Stra^kraba, Ivan in [44]. The 
one-dimensional fixed-free boundary problem with a non-monotone equation of 
state and self-gravitation was investigated in [9, 55], they showed that the kinetic 
energy tended to 0 and the specific volume - tended to a stationary specific 
P 
volume as time tended to infinity. But these results above strongly replied on 
the condition ij,(p) > p > 0. Recently, Zhang and Fang in [46] obtained that 
the weak solution for the free boundary problem tended to the stationary one 
if ^ G (0,7 — 1) n(0，7/2]. In there paper, there was no uniform positive lower 
bound to the viscous coefficient ^(p)- But due to their technical limitation, they 
cannot treat the case when 0 = 1, j = 2. In [21], Jiu and Xin also investigated 
the asymptotic behaviors of the weak solutions for the Cauchy problem. They 
proved that if the initial density po G then the density tended to 0 as 
t — oo. If there existed a positive constant p such that po — p ^ then the 
density tended to p. 
In this thesis, we study the case 6 = 1,7 = 2, P(p) 二 ^(p) = Cp where A 
and C > 0 are constants, moreover, we will treat the case that / is a gravitational 
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force that is / = -pg, g is the gravitational constant. More precisely, we study 
a free boundary problem (1.0.3) in a domain O := r) : 0 < < / ( r ) , r > 0} 
with the boundary function I satisfying 
l'(T)=u\^=i^r) for T > 0. (1.0.4) 
The initial condition are 
{p,y)\r=o = (A^woKO， for C e (0,/o)，/|t=o = k. (1.0.5) 
and the boundary conditions are 
= = 0 , f o r r > 0 ( 1 . 0 . 6 ) 
This system can be treated as a simple model of the one-dimensional shallow 
water system. Our main concern here is the global existence, uniqueness and 
the asymptotic behavior of weak solution to the above initial boundary value 
problem. 
In this thesis, we obtain the upper and lower bounds of density function 
uniformly in time. Also we show that the upper bound of velocity function is 
finite, so the interface separating the gas and vacuum propagates with finite 
speed. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In chapter 2, we give some 
preliminaries for the thesis, such as some basic inequality, function space and 
estimates for differential inequalities. In chapter 3, we convert the free boundary 
problem to a fixed boundary problem by using Lagrangian transformation, then 
give the definition of weak solution and state the main theorem in this thesis. In 
chapter 4, we give a series of a prior estimates for the global existence of weak 
solution, this include uniform energy estimate with respect to time, this energy 
estimate will yield the smallness of sup ||ii||L2(o,i) which is important to get the 
t>o ‘ 
uniform estimate of the density function p. Then using the standard technique -
finite difference approximation, we obtain the global existence and uniqueness of 
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weak solution. Large time behavior of solutions is studied in chapter 4, where we 
show that the solution to the free boundary problem tends to a stationary one as 
time goes to infinity. This is a consequence of uniform estimates in Chapter 3. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Preliminaries 
In this chapter, we list some elementary results which we will use later. Also, we 
will give the proof of several lemmas. 
Definition 2.0.1. Assume U is an open subset of E", and 1 < p < oo. If / : 
[/ —> M is measurable, we define 
( / |斤)1 斤’ l < P < o o , 
WfhpiU) ••= Ju 
ess sup I/I, if p = oo. 
u 
We define Lp(U) to be the linear space of all measurable function / : [/ — R for 
which ||/||lp([/) < oo. And 
= {w -.U LP{V) for each V CC 
Definition 2.0.2. Suppose U is an open subset of u, v G and a is 
a multiindex. We say that v is the a^^ - weak partial derivative of u, written 
D^w = V, 
provided 
f uD''(f)dx = (—1 ) 1 "丨 [u ( l ) d x , 
Ju Ju 
9 
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for all test functions cj) G C^{U). 
Definition 2.0.3. The Sobolev space 
consists of all locally summable functions w: f / —^  R such that for each multiindex 
a with \a\ < k, exists in the weak sense and belongs to ! / ( [ / )• If u e 
we define its norm to be 
( V [ 财 / P , ( l < p < o o ) , 
I 、 八 Ju 
|a|</c /o n 1 � 
u vt/fc’p(c/) := < (z.U.lj 
esssup (p = oo). 
、\a\<k 
Definition 2.0.4. Let X denote a real Banach space, with norm || ||. The space 
1/(0, T ; X ) 
consists of all measurable functions u: [0, T] ^ X with 
lk||LP(o,r;X) ••=([ \\u{t)\\Pdty/P < oo, 
Jo 
foi 1 < p < oo, and 
ess sup < oo. 
‘ ‘ 0<t<T 
The space 
c{[o,nx) 
comprises all continuous functions u: [0，T] X with 
ll^llc([o,T];X) - max lluWII < oo. 
Lemma 2.0.1 (Young inequality) Let a > 0, b > 0, p > I, q > I, and ^ + ^ = 1, 
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(b) ifk>^, then u G cH芸]-i’”，where 
— + 1 , ij — IS not an integer, 
P P P 
叫 n 
any positive number < 1 , if — is an integer, 
P 
and \\u\\^k-[^]-i,r < C||w||vi/fc,P(i7), where C depends only on k , p, r, n and U. 
Lemma 2.0.6 GronwaWs inequality (differential form): Let r/(-) be a nonnega-
tive, absolutely continuous function on [0, T], which satisfies for a.e. t the differ-
ential inequality 
r/{t)<cl>{t)ri{t) + 'ip'(t), (2.0.2) 
where (p(t) and il){t) are nonnegative, summable functions on [0, T]. Then 
7 ] � S e 九 ‘ 射 f 耐 (2.0.3) 
Jo 
for alio <t<T. 
In particular, if 
r\ < (jyq, on [0,T], and "(0) = 0, (2.0.4) 
then 
77 = 0, on [0, T . 
Proof: Form (2.0.2)，we see that 
as 
for a.e. 0 < s <T. Consequently, for each 0 < t < T, we have 
< y(0) + [ e - 九 � � ( s ) c / s 
Jo 
< + [ Hs)ds. 
Jo 
This implies inequality (2.0.3). 口 
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Lemma 2.0.7 GronwaWs inequality (integral form): Let ^{t) be a nonnegative, 
summable function on [0, T], which satisfies for a.e. t the integral inequality 
m < Ci [ eGs)ds + C2, (2.0.5) 
Jo 
for constants Ci, C2 > 0. Then 
+ (2.0.6) 
for a.e. 0<t<T. 
In particular, if 
m < C i [ (2.0.7) 
Jo 
for a.e. 0 <t <T, then 
^(t) = 0. a.e. 
Proof: Let ri(t) := fg then rf < C^rj + C2 o..e. in [0, T]. According to 
the differential form of Gronwall's inequality above: 
rj(t) < eCi如(0) + C2t) = C2teC� 
Then (2.0.5) implies 
m < cMt) + C2 < ( 7 2 ( 1 + c 糊 ) . • 
Lemma 2.0.8 Let f G C(R) and y,b e Let y satisfy the following 
equation 
DtV = f{y) + Dtb, on M+ (2.0.8) 
and moreover,…(艺2) - 艺i)| S Nq for any 0 <ti < ^2, then 
(1) if f{z) > 0，for z<z, then 
min{y(0) , i } - No < y(t) on R+. (2.0.9) 
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(2) if f{z) < 0，for z>z, then 
y{t) < max{y(0), z] + Nq on R+. (2.0.10) 
Proof: (1) It suffices to verify (2.0.9) for points t = t�such that y(力2) < y^ = 
min{^(0), z}. By virtue of the continuity of y on 1R+ and the initial condition 
7y(0) > y^ for each such points (if any), there exists a point ti G [0,力2) such that 
y(t) < f for h<t< t2, 
and y{ti)=沪. 
Integrating the differential equation (2.0.8) for y over (力1，亡2), and taking into 
account the choice of the points ti and 力2, and the assumption on b, we obtain 
y{t2) = y{ti) + [ ‘ f{y{t))dt + 6 ⑷ - b { h ) 
Jti 
> f - No, 
since for y(t) < z , f{y{t)) > 0 on [ti,t2 . 
The proof of (2.0.9) is completed. 
(2) Just as in term (1), it suffices to verify inequality (2.0.8) for points t =艺2， 
such that y(t) > y^ = max{y(0), z}. For each of such points, there exists a point 
ti G [0,艺2) such that 
y{t) > 沪 for h<t< t2, 
and y{ti) 二 沪 . 
Therefore we have 
yipi) = y(ti) + [ ‘ f{y{t))dt + 6(力2) - b{u) 
Jti 
< 50 + No, 
since for y(t) > z, f{y(t)) < 0, on [力 1，力2]- Hence we completes the proof of 
(2.0.10). • 
Chapter 3 
Problem and main theorem 
We study a free boundary problem of one-dimensional shallow water system which 
can be written in Eulerian coordinates as 
Pr + {PU)^ = 0, 
< (3.0.1) 
[{pu)r + {pu^ + Pip))i = 一 pg, 
in a domain O := r) : 0 < ^ < /(r), r > 0} with the boundary function I 
satisfying 
Z'(r) 二 wk=/(T)， for r > 0, (3.0.2) 
where P(p) = Ap^, ii(p) 二 Cp, A and C > 0 are constants. 
The initial conditions are 
{p.u)\r=o = (Po ’w�)(0 ’ for C G (0,/o), /|r=o = Zo， (3.0.3) 
and the boundary conditions are 
二 0, Pk=i{r) = 0, for r > 0. (3.0.4) 
3.1 Formulation of the problem 
Since the free boundary 1 ( T ) is a particle path, we can convert it to the fixed 
boundary by using lagrangian coordinates. 
15 
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We introduce the following coordinates transformation 
T=[ p[V,T)dy, t = T. 
JQ 
Consider the position of boundary 
ri{r) 
X{r)=x(l{T),T)= / p{y,T)dT, 
Jo 
and using ( 3 . 0 . ( 3 . 0 . 3 ) and (3.0.4), we have 
， = 。 ’ （3.1.1) 
i.e., X is independent of r. 
Set I 
X= [\{y,0)dy, (3.1.2) 
•/o 
where J � � p { y , 0)dy is the total mass. 
After rescaling the variables, the problem(3.0.1), (3.0.3) and (3.0.4) can be trans-
formed to the following fixed boundary problem: 
‘Pt + p � = 0, t > 0, 
< (3.1.3) 
+ 二 ( A t 丄 - 仏 0 < X < 1, 
with the boundary conditions 
u{0,t) = p{l,t) = 0 ’ t > 0, (3.1.4) 
and the initial data 
(p，7i)(:c,0) 二 (A)(:r),uo(:z;)), x e [0,1]. (3.1.5) 
In order to consider the asymptotic behavior of this system, we introduce the 
stationary solution (poo, 0) to the equation (3.1.3) with the boundary conditions 
(3.1.4)，which satisfies 
f {pIO)X = - g , , � 
< (3.1.6) 
U o o ( l ) = 0 , 
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then 
Pooix) = [gil - (3.1.7) 
Throughout this thesis, the assumption on the initial data can be stated as 
follows: 
(^i): [A^i(l - ;r)]i/2 < pq < [N2{1 - x)]i/2’ with some positive constant 
0 < 7Vi < and (1 一 .T)V2(PO)2 e L\[0,1]); 
(成)：uo e //i([0,l]),izo(0) = 0 ; 
(As)： 
3.2 Definition of weak solution and main theorem 
Under assumptions (yli) - (^3), we will prove the existence of a global weak 
solution to the initial boundary value problem (3.1.3)-(3.1.5). 
The weak solution is defined bellow: 
Definition 3.2.1. A pair of functions (p(x,t), u(x, t)) is called a global weak 
solution to the initial boundary value problem (3.1.3) — (3.1.5) if for any large 
T > 0, 
P ’ U E L � ( [ 0 , 1 ] X [0,T])P|C^([0,T];L2(0,1)), (3.2.1) 
P � € 广 ( [0 ,1 ] X [ 0 ’ T ] ) 门 了 ] ； 約 0 ’ 1 ) ) , (3.2.2) 
furthermore, the following equalities hold: 
Pt + p^u^ = 0, a.e. (3.2.3) 
and 
[ [ { u ( j ) t + (P(p) — - g(t))dxdt + [ Uo(x)0(x, Q)dx = 0’ (3.2.4) 
Jo Jo Jo 
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for and test function t) € ⑴）with n = {{x,t) : 0 < x < 1, i > 0}. 
In what follows, we always use C(C(T) ) denotes a generic positive constant 
depending only on initial data (or the given time T ). 
We now state the main theorem in this thesis as follows: 
Theorem 3.2.1 There is a constant CQ > 0, such that when 
IW|l2 < e, f\l — — Poofdx < e, (3.2.5) 
Jo 
for all e G [0，e。] and under the condition of ( y l i ) — ( ^ 3 ) , the free boundary 
problem (3.1.3) —(3.1.5) has a unique weak solution {p(x, t), u{x, t)) which satisfies 
Definition 3.2.1 and 
Ci[(l - < p{x,t) < C2[(l - e Q, (3.2.6) 
sup(||i/||L2) < C, (3.2.7) 
t>o 
< C ( T ) , (3.2.8) 
<>0 
\U\\LHQ) + WPUXWL^Q) < C, (3.2.9) 
hllL-(Q) < C(T), (3.2.10) 
where Q = {(x,t) : 0 < x < 1,0 < t < T} , Ci and C2 are independent oft>0. 
Furthermore, we have 
lim + {p'{x,t) - pl{x)f]dx = 0， (3.2.11) 
“ � Jo 2 
lim IIp — P o o(.，亡= 0 , V g G [l，oo). (3.2.12) 00 
Remark 3.2.2 . There are no smallness assumption on |7Vi — A^，||V7Ao||l2(o,i) 
and 11(1-工)V2(~)2| 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Existence and uniqueness of weak 
solution 
In this chapter, we will use the standard technique - finite difference approxima-
tion to obtain the existence of the weak solution. First, we will establish a series 
of a priori estimates to the initial boundary value problem. The key point is to 
obtain the uniform lower bound of the t) with respect to time. In order to 
get this estimate, we will use Lemma 2.0.8. Then using these estimates, we will 
obtain the uniform estimate of ||'<^ ||l2((o，i)x[o’oo1) which is crucial to the large time 
behavior. Using the energy methods, we show the uniqueness of weak solution in 
the section 2. 
4.1 Some a priori estimates 
Firstly, we give some equalities which can be derived from equation directly. Later 
we will see that these equalities will be used frequently. 
Lemma 4.1.1 Under the condition of Theorem 3.2.1, we have for 0 < x < I, 
t > 0， 
Pt = (4.1.1) 
19 
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(pVr)(:r，t) = t) — g�l — X � - L My. t)dy, (4.1.2) 
and 
p{x, t) = po(x) + g{l -x)t+ / / Ut{y,s)dyds - / p^{x,s)ds. (4.1.3) 
Jo Jx Jo 
Proof: It follows from equation (3.1.3)1 that 
Pt = -P^uxi^, 0 , 
which implies (4.1.1). 
Integrating equation (3.1.3)2 over [0,1], and using the boundary condition 
(3.1.4)，we have 
J nt{y, t)dy 一 t) = t) - "(1 - .t), 
then we get 
p�‘x�T,, t) = t) - g{l - .T) - / ut{y, t)dy. 
J X 
Integrating (4.1.1) over [0, t], we have 
p(.x, t) 二 - s)ds + po(x). (4.1.4) 
Jo 
Combination of (4.1.2) and (4.1.4), we have 
p(x, t) = po{oo) + ^(1 — x)t + / / Ut{y, s)dyds - / s)ds. • 
JG Jx Jo 
Next, we will use standard method to obtain the energy estimate. 
Lemma 4.1.2 (Uniform Energy estimate) Under the condition of Theorem 3.2.1, 
one has 
/•I 1 rp h2 _ 2 ft pi 
/ / — ^ d h ) d x + / / p W d x d s < Ce, (4.1.5) 
Jo 2 J Poo ^ Jo Jo 
where C is independent oft>0 . 
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Proof: Multiplying (4.1.1)2 by u, integrating the resulting equation over [0’ 1] x 
0，t], using integration by parts, one can obtain 
4- f + p)dx + [ �2办 + [ gudx = 0, (4.1.6) 
dt Jo 2 JQ JO 
where the boundary condition (3.1.4) is used. 
Let r(x, t) = f j t)dy, we have vt = u. Hence 
d I 广 
S J + + J = 0, (4.1.7) 
and 
d f'^ 1 /•! 
^ J (-u'^p - + gr)dx + J = 0. (4.1.8) 
Since 
广 1 广 1 PX 
/ grdx = g p~\y,t)dydx 
Jo Jo Jo 
=9 [ f p~\y,t)dxdy 
Jo Jy 
=g f = 「 ^ c i x , 
Jo Jo p 
then 
[ ( p - 2poo + 9r)dx = [ (p-2poo + — 
Jo Jo P 
n p h"^ -
- ^ d h d x > 0’ 
,OO “ 
this yields 
广 I fP _ 2 rt n\ 
/ / 7^dh)dx + / / p^Wdocds 
Jo 2 JPoo h, JQ JQ 
= 义 ( 臺 ' + A) - + gro)dx. 
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It follows from (^2) and the conditions on the initial data, we have 
J Poo 
< C(1 - x)-\po - POOKPI - PI) 
=C(1 — x)~\po — Poo){Po + Poo){PO — Poo) 
- C ( 1 — X)—l(po — Poof[PQ + Poo) 
Poof. 
Taking into account (3.2.5), we have 
[(po 一 2poo + gro)dx 
Jo 
厂 1 fPO U2 — 2 
=\ --^dhdx\ 
Jo J Poo 
<c [ 
Jo 
hence, we obtain 
f \ - u ' + r ~/°°dh)dx + f f pWdxds < Ce. 
Jo 2 Jpm h Jo Jo 
This concludes the proof. • 
From the uniform energy estimate, we also obtain the smallness of sup ||w|丨/^ 2(o’i). 
t>Q ‘ 
Using this result, we will get the uniform lower bound for density function p{x, t). 
The following lemma gives us the upper and lower bounds for function t). 
Lemma 4.1.3 Under the condition of Theorem 3.2.1, we have 
Ci[(l - :r)]i/2 < p{x, t) < C2[(l - x)]"\ (4.1.9) 
where (x,t) e Q ：= ： 0 < x < 1, i > 0}, Ci and C2 are independent of 
t > 0. 
Proof: From (4.1.2), we have 
Pt = g{l - 3：) - t) + j Ut(y, t)dy, 
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Let Y{x, t) = p{x,力)(1 — :r)-i/2, then 
y , (x , t) = g(l - - V ' ( l - x ) ( l -工)—1/2 + (1 -工 ) -1/2 j : utdy. (4.1.10) 
So 
Ytix, t) = g( l —工)1/2 — Y'(l 一 xy/‘ + (1 - j : u,dy. (4.1.11) 
Let b{x, t) = {1 - a:)—1/2 J j udy, then for any 0 < ti < 
b{x,t2)-b{x,ti)\ = 1(1 f u{y,ti)-u{y,ti)dy 
J X 
< (l-x)-i/22sup [ \u{y,t)\dy 
t>0 Jx 
< 2(1 - : r ) - "2( l - s u p ( � 办 ) " 2 
t>0 Jo 
<2(06)^ , 
Let f{Y) = we see that if Y{x, t) < g”^ then / ( Y ) > 0. 
From Lemma 2.0.8，we can get 
here Yq = po{l — > Nu hence 3 eo, s.t V e G (0, eg), y{x, t) > Ci > 0. 
On the other hand , if Y(x,t) > then f(Y) < 0， 
using Lemma 2.0.8, we have 
VXt:, 0 S max {y�, "1/2} + 2(Ce)i/2’ 
here Fq = PoU _ 工•)—丄“< N:. Hence Y{x, t) < C^. • 
In [10], they considered the case P(p) 二 ii[p) = p没,here 6 e (0,7 -
1) n(0，引.In there paper, they obtained that 
[ 1 ( 1 —动 S P(cM) S [2yV2(l - a : ) ] " : 
when [7Vi(l — x)]^/^ < po(x) < [7V2(1 — 
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From the uniform lower bound of density function p{x, t), they derived that 
M|L2([0，oo);C[0，1]) < C, 
where C is independent of ^ > 0. 
The proof as follows: 
Since ix(0, t) = 0, from the estimate of density function p, we have 
||w||L2([0,OO);C[0,1]) < |kx||L2([0,oo);LM0,l]) 
< (「[ /V+〜4dT][「p-1-0辱y/2 
Jo Jo Jo 
Jo Jo Jo 
where ^ < 7 — 1 is considered. 
But if = 7 - 1’ we will have 
/ ( 1 - x)~^dx = 00, 
Jo 
hence we cannot obtain the above conclusion. We need other methods to obtain 
the uniform estimate about u in the sense of other topology. 
The following corollary gives us the desired result. 
Corollary 4.1.4 Under the condition of Theorem 3.2.1, we have 
n u ^ { x , t ) d x d t < C, (4.1.12) 
_ 
where C is independent oi t >0. 
Proof: Vx G (1 - 1 - 2；^), since u(0, t) = 0, we have 
u{x,t)\ < / \uy(y,t)\dy, 
Jo 
using Holder inequality, (4.1.9) and 0 < x < 1, we obtain 
< [ \uy{y,t)\^dy-x 
Jo 
n+l . I -X (4.1.13) 
< E / \uy(y,t)\'p'{y,t)dy2\ 
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Integrating (4.1.13) over [0,1], we have 
广 ^ 广 赤 
/ \u{x, dx = y / |i/,(:r， 
^^广-A广-去 
oo n+1 pl-X 
S E E ” + 1 ) / : \uy{y,t)\^Ay)dy 
n=0 i=l 力 
oo oo 广1 —丄 




then from (4.1.5), 
nl poo 广 1 
u(x,t)\^dxdt <C / < Ce, (4.1.14) 
— — Jo Jo 
where C is independent of ^ > 0. • 
Lemma 4.1.5 Under the condition of Theorem 3.2.1’ we have 
[ { l - x y ^ p , f d x < C { T ) , (4.1.15) 
Jo 
[[[Pxfdxds < C{T). (4.1.16) 
JQ JO 
Proof: From (3.1.3)^, we have 
Pt = 1 � , (4.1.17) 
which implies by using (3.1.3)2 
Pxt = = - g - 一 Ut, (4.1.18) 
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multiplying (4.1.18) by Px{l -x)^ and integrating it with respect to x over [0,1], 
we have 
=-[gil-xY^pJx- f - x ) ' ^ ( 4 . 1 . 1 9 ) 
Jo Jo 
- / Utpx(l - x)^dx, 
Jo 
then we get 




integrating (4.1.20) with respect to t over [0, t], and integrating by parts, using 
(3.1.3)1 we have 
L IC^ - ^)Hpx)^dx = J^ L - T)�Pxdxcis 
- 2 / - x)^pdxds — / / UtPx{'^ - x)^dxds 
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
= [ ^ ( 1 - - [ [ g{l - x)^P:,dxds 
Jo ^ JQ JO 
- 2 / / - x)^pdxds + / / upxt[l - x)^dsdx 
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
—/ - x)^\ldx 
Jo 
= 义 - x)^(poxfdx - L - 工 ) � x d x d s 
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-2 / - x)^pdxds + / / (n(l -
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
- / upx{l - x)^dx + / iioPox(l - x)^dx 
Jo Jo 
lo•- — Jo j � g ( l - x)ip,,dxds 
—2 / / — x)^pdxds + / / (1 — x)^p^Ux^dxds 
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
+ � f [ (1 - + f uoPox(l - - [ up:,{l -
2 Jo JO Jo Jo 
we obtain that 
Jq 丄 JQ JO 
=I - x)^po:,fdx - I I g{l - x)^p:^dxds 
\ ,1 1 1 rt ,1 1 (4.1.21) 
+ / / (1 - x)^ p^Ux^dxds -I- - / / (1 - p^ UxUdxds 
Jo Jo 2 J Q J Q 
- / (1 - x)iupxdx + / UOPQ^{1 — x)^dx. 
Jo Jo 
Using Young's inequality, we have 
j : ^(1 - J: — xY^pdxds 
/"I 1 1 \ f^  
< 乂 5 ( 1 - 工 ) � 0 a : ) 2 c b + 5 J J gHxds 
+ 1 / [ [ [ {l-xY^pWdxds 
2 -Jo 九 Jo Jo //, 1 
1 ft fl 1 ft fl [^.L.ZZ) 
+ T / / (l-x)-'p'u'dxds+- / / pWdxds 
4 Jo Jo 4 Jq Jo 
r\ 1 rl 
+ Jo + i i 
1 /"I 1 /"I 1 
+ 2 y 询 + 3 义 pl^il-xY^dx, 
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taking into account the given conditions and (4.1.5), (4.1.9) and (4.1.12), we have 
J [ {l-x)Hpx?dx + 2 f [ (p,f(l-xf^pdxds 
4 Jo Jo Jo //, 1 r,o\ 
1 ft pi 丄 
< C{T) + - 乂 乂 {l-x)Hpx?dxds. 
By using Gronwall's inequality, we obtain 
/ ( l - x ) H p , f d x < C { T ) , (4.1.24) 
Jo 
[ f { p . fdxds < C{T). • (4.1.25) 
JQ JO 
Lemma 4.1.6 Under the condition of Theorem 3.2.1, we have 
f ut^dx+ [ [ p\l^dxds < C(T). (4.1.26) 
Jo Jo Jo 
Proof: It follows from (3.1.3)2, one has 
utt + (p')xt = (p'wx)xi, (4.1.27) 
multiplying (4.1.27) by 2ut and integrating with respect to x over [0,1], we have 
L ^ { u i f d x + L = 2(p^u^)xtUtdx, (4.1.28) 
integrating (4.1.28) with respect to t over [0, t], we have 
/ {utfdx + / / 2{p^)^tUtdxds 
人 人 人 （4.1.29) 
= 2{p^Ux)xtUtdxds + / {uotfdx. 
Jo Jo Jo 
Note uot = (pIuox)x + 没一 (po)x, from the given initial conditions, it yields 
[{uot?dx < C, (4.1.30) 
Jo 
then we get 
f {utfdx+ f f 2(p^)^tutdxds < ( [ 2{p^u^):,tUtdxds + C. (4.1.31) 
Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo 
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Integrating (4.1.31) by parts, from equation (3.1.3)i and using the boundary 
condition (3.1.4), we have 
丄tUtdxds 二 — / / (p^U:^)tU:j:tdxds + / {p^U:^)tUt\lds 
Jo Jo Jo 
= - / p^ul^dxds - 2 / / ptpUxUxtdxds (4.1.32) 
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
= - / p^ul^dxds + 2 / / p^u].uxtdxds. 
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
Similarly, from equation (3.1.3)” we have 
f [ 2(p\tutdxds = -2 j [ (p%u^tdxds + 2 [ {p')tUt\lds 
•70 Jo Jo Jo Jo (4.1.33) 
二 J J ^p^UxUxtdxds. 
From (4.1.31), (4.1.32) and (4.1.33), using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we 
have 
[ { u t f d x + 2 f [ p^vltdocds 
JQ JO JO 
< C 4： / fji^ulu工tdxds - 4 / / p^UxU^tdzds 
J � t { ‘ (4.1.34) 
< C + i / I p^l^dxds + 8 [ [ p^'uldxds 
2 Jo Jo Jo Jo 
+ i I [ p^vltdxds + 8 [ [ pSildxds, 
2 JQ JO JO JQ 
Combined (4.1.9) with (4.1.34), we have 
[ { u t f d x + [ [ p\l^dxds < C + 8 / [ p\ldxds . (4.1.35) 
Jo Jo Jo Jo JQ 
Since ^ i 
/ / P^uldxds < I m^x{p\l(-,s))V{s)ds, (4.1.36) 
Jo Jo Jo [0，lj 
here 
Jo 
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and 
p'ul = ( A T ) V 2 
= p - 2 [ / {-g - 一 Ut{y, t)dy)f (4.1.37) 
J X 
< Cp-^[g\l — xf + + (1 -工） f u^^dx], 
Jo 
from (4.1.9)，we have 
p^l < Cc/2 + C + C [ u]dx, (4.1.38) 
Jo 
and 
< C + C / u�doc, (4.1.39) 
[0.1] Jo 
from (4.1.39), we have 
[u^dx + f [ p\l^dxds < C + 8 f (C + C / ufdx)V(s)ds 
Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo / . 1 仙 、 
ft ft rl ( ^ 4 . 丄 . 4 1 1 ) 
<C + C V(s)ds + C / V{s) / ufdxds. 
Jo Jo Jo 
The uniform energy estimate (4.1.5) tells us that, 
[[P^uldxds < C, 
7o Jo 
so 
f uldx-^ [ [ p\l,dxds < a ( l + [ V{s)( [ u^^dx)ds), (4.1.41) 
Jo Jo Jo JQ JO 
using Gronwall's inequality, we can see that 
f uldx < C{T) exp(C(T) [ V{s)ds) < C(T). • (4.1.42) 
Jo Jo 
Remark 4.1.7 From the proof of the Lemma above, we can obtain directly that 
l|p'^xlU~((0,i)x[0,T]) < C{T). (4.1.43) 
J 
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Lemma 4.1.8 Under the condition of Theorem 3.2.1, we have 
[ \ p A x . t ) \ d x < C { T ) , (4.1.44) 
Jo 
||/WX||loc[0,I]X[0,T] < C(T), (4.1.45) 
and 1 
[ < C(T). (4.1.46) 
Jo 
Proof: From (4.1.15), we have 
f \ l - x Y / ' \ p , \ ^ d x < C { T ) , (4.1.47) 
Jo 
using Holder inequality, we obtain 
f \Px\dx= f ( l - . T ” k | ( l —:r)-U7： 
Jo Jo 






=-g{l - x) + p\x,t) - / ut(y,t)dy, 
J X 
it follows from (4.1.9) and (4.1.26), one has 
<g + C+{[ <C{T). (4.1.50) 
Jo 
Since 
= 9 + + (4.1.51) 
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integrating (4.1.51) with respect to x over [0,1], using (4.1.26) and (4.1.44), we 
have 
[ < ( \g + {p^):c + Ut\dx 
JQ JO 
<g-\- \ut\dx + / {p^)xdx 
Jo Jo 
< g + ( f \ut\'dxf2 + 2 [ (4.1.52) 
Jo Jo 
< C(T) + C |p换 
Jo 
< C(T). • 
The following lemma tells us the interface separating gas and vacuum propa-
gates with finite speed. 
Lemma 4.1.9 Under the condition of Theorem 3.2.1, we have 
[\u:,{x,t)\dx < C(T), (4.1.53) 
Jo 
|W(X,^ )||l°°([0,I]X[0,T]) < C{T). (4.1.54) 
Proof: From equation (3.1.3)2，we have 
t) = -g{l - + 1 - p - ' / Ut{y, t)dy, (4.1.55) 
Jx 
using (4.1.9), (4.1.26) and H51der inequality, we can get 
f Mx,t)\dx <C+ [ g{l-x)p-^dx+ [ f \ut{y,t)\dydx 
Jo Jo Jo Jx 
<C+ [ [ \uf\dx)-2{l-x)Ux 
Jo 人 (4.1.56) 
< C + C(T) [ ( l - x y U x 
Jo 
< C{T). 
On the other hand, by using Sobolev's embedding theorem ]4,i，i[0’l] ^ 
[0,1], Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have 
||^^(:r,OllL-([o,i]x[o,T]) < f \u{x,t)\dxi- f \u:,{x,t)\dx < C{T), 
Jo JQ 
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where (4.1.5) and (4.1.56) are considered. • 
Lemma 4.1.10 Under the condition of Theorem 3.2.1, we have for 0 < s < t < 
T, 1 
/ W工,t) — pOt，s)\^dx < C\t - si (4.1.57) 
Jo 
[\u{x, t) - u{x, s)\'^dx < C(T)\t - s|, (4.1.58) 
Jo 
[I(p2u工)(x,t) - {p\^)(x,s)\^dx < C{T)\t-s\. (4.1.59) 
Jo 
Proof: First, from equation (3.1.3)i and using Holder inequality, we have 
[\p(x,t) - p(x,s)\'^dx = ( I [ pt(x,r])dr]\'^dx 
Jo Jo Js 
二 / l / ("2�)(工，向丨2办 
<\t-s\j^ J^ (p\l){x,r])dxdr) 
< - si [ maxp2 f p^uldxdr] < C\t - si, 
J q [0.1] Jo 
which implies (4.1.57). 
Secondly, using Holder inequality and (4.1.26)，we have 
/ \u{x, t) — u{x, s)\'^dx = / I / Ut{x, r])dr]\'^dx 
Jo Jo Js 
<\t-s\J^ J^ uf{x,r])dxdr] < C{T)\t - s\. 
Finally, since 
f - = f I [ {p^u^)t(x,r])dri\'^dx 
Jo Jo Js 
then from (3.1.3)2, we have 
t)) = p^U:ct + 2pAw工(2：, t) = p^u^t - t). 
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Therefore, from (4.1.26) and using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have 
L [ J {p^Ux)t]'^dxdr] 
<C [ [ p乂tdxdr] + C ft [ p%ldxdrj (4.1.60) 
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
< C(T). • 
Now we are in a position to prove the existence of weak solution. We apply the 
finite—difference method as in [34，38] to construct a weak solution to the initial 
boundary value problem (3.1.3) — (3.1.5), which can be described as follows. 
For any given positive integer N,\et h = discretizing the derivatives with 
respect to x in (3.1.3)，we obtain the system of 2N ordinary differential equations 
~^P2n-2�t) + [P2n-2) ^ _ 
d n “ � , ( A � ) 2 - (PL-2{t)R 
< 石 2 n � ) + I (4.1.61) 
、 2 ⑷ ⑴ - ⑴ ) } 1 ， 
with the boundary conditions 
⑷ = 么 ⑴ = 0 ’ (4.1.62) 
and the initial data 
' / 4 - 2 ( O H P o ( ( 2 n - 2 ) . 5 )， 
< ^ (4.1.63) 
\ z 
where n = 1, 2 , . . • , N, and G{p) - : when n 二 N, we set 
… 洲 产 — 1 ⑴ ) = 0 . 
By exploiting the a priori estimates established in this section, using the sim-
ilar argument in one of the references [27, 38], [51, 52, 53], we will obtain the 
existence of the weak solution. 
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4.2 Uniqueness of weak solution 
In the above section, under the assumptions (^i)——(yls), we obtained the global 
weak solution (p(x, t),u{x, t)) of (3.1.3), such that for any T > 0, (p(x, t),u(x, t)) 
satisfies (3.1.3)— (3.1.5) and there exists a constant C(T) s.t 
Ci[(l - < p{x, t) < C2[(l - x)Y'\ ||pn,|Uoc([o,i]x[o,T]) < C{T). (4.2.1) 
In this section, we will use the energy method to prove the uniqueness of weak 
solution in Theorem 3.2.1. 
Theorem 4.2.1 Assume (/li), (乂2) and (A3). Let {pi{x,t), ui{x,t)) and {p2{x,t), 
U2(x,t)) be solutions of {3.1.3) satisfying (3.1.3), (3.1.4) and (3.1.5)/or anyT > 0. 
Then we have pi =厂2，？•/'i 二 飞 
Proof: For any (j) € 1], we have 
[ ( M - Mp^ - P^Ux) + (pg)dx = 0, (4.2.2) 
Jo 
for a.e t G [0,T]. So, we have 
/ 0(W2 - Ui)tdx 
Jo 
=/ - PI) - MP2'^2X - P?Wi�ob 
2 (4.2.3) 
二 / [小JA - Pi) - MP2^2X - p\u2x + p\u2x - p\ui:,)]dx 
Jo 
二 / [MpI - Pi) - - pI)u2x - ^Xp\(u2 - Ui)^]dx. 
Jo 
Since e L H 0 , 1 ) , ( u 2 - u i ) G ^^(O, 1) f j 1), and U2{0 , t ) -
ui(0, t) 二 0, then there exists a sequence G 1], s.t — {u2 — Wi)(.’ t) 
ill CfO, 1] and 0nx —{u2 一 t) in L\0,1). Taking limit we can replace 0 by 
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(U2 - ui)(-, t), and (j)^ by (^2 — t). Then 
= / (U2 - UI)X{PI - Pi) - (^2 - UI):,(PI - pl)U2A:dx (4.2.4) 
Jo 
- / (W2 - Ui)lpldx, 
Jo 
Set 
— Ui == P2- Pi = p, 
using (4.1.9) and (4.1.43), we obtain 
I I 芸 + /赫工 
= / {pI - p\)w:,dx - {PI - pl)u2xW:,dx 
Jo Jo 
= / p(p2 + Pl)W:,dx - / p(p2 + Pi)u2xW:^dx 
Jo Jo 
pWxdx + 2 L p\p2 + pifpfdx 
+ 2 2 + piful^pfdx "？川y工 
< 7 / pWxdx + C / pfp^dx{sup[(p2 + p i f p f p l + {P2 + pifpi^plul,]} 
^ Jo Jo X 
PWJX + C j � — x) + PIUU} 
PWX^'^ + C{\ + ||pg4rlk’，l)) L P;Vd00 
< J f p\wldx + C{T) p;Vdx. 
(4.2.5) 
On the other hand, 
Pit = PIUI:C { — )t = liix, (4.2.6) 
Pi 
P2t = ^ { — )t = U2x, (4.2.7) 
P2 
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combination (4.2.6) and (4.2.7), we have 
/ I 1、 ( )t = wix — U2x = w^, (4.2.8) 
Pi P2 
it follows from (4.2.8), we have 
+ = (4.2.9) 
PlP2 k ) 
multiplying (4.2.9) by pip2^p, we get 
[Pi^ p)tPiP2^ P + = 0, (4.2.10) 
rewriting (4.2.10), then 
{P2^P% + '^pipfp^ui^ + 2pip2^pw^ = 0. (4.2.11) 
Integrating (4.2.11) with respect to x over [0’ 1], we have 
兰 2 + 2 L P1P2 + pip2^pw^dx = 0, (4.2.12) 
From (4.2.12) and using (4.1.9), we have 
^ / pfp^dx <C [ pfp^\piui:,\dx + ] [ plwldx-\- [ p力2 办 
九 Jo 4九 Jo M 9 1 � 
厂 1 1 广 1 ( 4 . 2 . 1 3 ) 
< C{T) 乂 p^'p'dx + “ plwldx, 
combined (4.2.5) with (4.2.13), we have 
< C{T) [ p^'p'dx 
Jo 
<C{T) [\p;V + w、x, 
Jo 
using Gronwall's inequality, we have 
？乂）= 0 , = 0 . ( 4 . 2 . 1 4 ) 
Thus we finish the proof of the uniqueness. • 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Asymptotic behavior 
In this chapter, we will consider the asymptotic behavior of the solution to the 
free boundary problem (3.1.3). We will show that the solution to the free bound-
ary problem tends to the stationary solution as t — oo. 
5.1 Large time behavior of total kinetic energy 
In order to obtain the result, we need a helpful lemma. 
Lemma 5.1.1 Suppose that y G W^^ c (E''") satisfies 
y = vi + ？/2, 
and n n 
\y2\ < on R+ 
i=l i=l 
where yi G VK/oc lim yi(s) = 0 and a“/?i G Z / � R + ) for some pi e 
S —+ 00 
1，oo), z = 1, • • • n. Then 
lim y(s) = 0. 
s 一+00 
38 
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Proof: Now by using Sobolev's embedding theorem W '^^  ^ and using 
the fact that 
MIm/i’i - I j y(s)ds\ + j \y'{s)\ds, 
we have 
/t+l rt+l 
yds\ + h 丨“'丨如 
^ rt+l < \yi{t-^l)-yi{t)\ + Y. / 、ai + pi)ds 
i=l Jt 
n 
< \yi{t + 1) - 2/1 (01 + ^{\\ai\\LPr{t,t+i)) + \\Pi\\LPi{t,t+i)) — 0, 
i=l 
8.8 t OO. • 
Proposition 5.1.2 Under the condition of Theorem 3.2.1, the total kinetic en-
ergy 
广1 
E(t) := / t)dx 0, as t oo. 
Jo 2 
Proof: First, E{t) > 0. From (4.1.12), we have 
roo 1 roo n\ 
/ E{t)dt = - / u^[x,t)dxdt < C. (5.1.1) 
JQ 2 J Q JQ 
and 
⑴I = I 一 / P^u^dx + / p^Uxdx — / gudx 
Jo Jo Jo 
< [ p ' y ' j x + ( [ p 'y ' jxy^ . { - g( (5.1.2) 
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
< [P^uldx + C ( / 
JO Jo Jo 
using Holder inequality and Sobolev's embedding theorem 4 we 
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have 
/ T + l PT+1 
E(t)dt + J I 丑 
1 y-r+l fl 厂 T+l pi 
< - j J u'^(x,t)dxdt-i- J J p^uldxdt 
/ r + l p1 1 rr+1 pi 1 
( / p^uldx^dt + g / ( / u^[x,t)dx)'2dt 
Jo JT JO 
/ T + l rl PT+1 pi 
/ u2(j:,t)dxdt+ / / p^uldxdt 
Jo JT JO 
/ T + l pi 1 厂 T+l rl 1 
/ p^uldxdtY / u\x,t)dxdt)^, 
Jo JT JO 
for all r > 0. 
From (4.1.5)，(4.1.9), (4.1.12) and Lemma 5.1.1, we see that the right hand 
side of the last estimate converges to zero as t — oo, hence 
lim E{T) = 0. • 
T—>00 
5.2 Large time behavior of density t) 
In order to show that the density function p tends to the stationary state poo in 
some topology, we also need some uniform estimate with respect to time. The 
following lemma is essential to obtain the desired conclusion. 
Lemma 5.2.1 Under the condition of theorem 3.2.1, we have 
f [\p'-pl)'dxds<C, (5.2.1) 
Jo Jo 
where C is independent of t >0. 
Proof: Since 
f , V - ftYdxds = f / V - pI){p' — plo)dxds^ 
JQ JQ JQ JQ 
and 
P^ = -Pt + J Utdy-\-g{l - x), 
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then we have 




— pL)(—A + [ utdy)dxds 
Jx 
=I ( {P^-PIO){ f Utdy)dxds + f f - pl)(-pt)dxds 
Jo Jo Jx Jo Jo 
= 1 1 Utdy)dxds+ [ f {-p^pt + Ptplo)dxds 
Jo Jo Jx Jo Jo 
= [ [ ( p ^ - p l o ) i f Utdy)dxds + [ [ + pl^p)tdxds 
Jo Jo Jx Jo Jo 3 
= / l + h� 
where 
h = f /* (p2 - [ utdy)dxds 
Jo Jo Jx 
= [ [ \ p ' - PI){ f udy)tdsdx, (5.2.3) 
Jo Jo Jx 
h = j � L {-^P^ + plop)tdxds. 
Integrating (5.2.3)^ by parts and using (3.1.3)1 we have 
h = - [ / — f)lM [ ndy)dsdx + [ {p"- [ udy) dx 
JO Jo Jx Jo Jx 
= - / 2pA( / udy)dxds-]- / / udy)dx 
JQ JO Jx JQ Jx 
一 / {pQ- Pooo){ / uody)dx 
Jo Jx 
= 1 1 f udy)dxds + f {p^ - [ udy)dx 
Jo JQ JX JO JX 
- J � U o d y ) d x . 
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Using Holder inequality, taking into account (4.1.5), (4.1.9)，(4.1.12) and the 
initial conditions, we have 
h<C [ f p^uldxds 
Jo Jo 
+ C f f u^{x,t)dxds + C( [ • ( [ {l-x)Ux)-^C 
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
< C. 
Similarly, integrating by parts, from (4.1.9) and the initial condition, we have 
Jo Jo (-臺+ 





We proved the conclusion. • 
Proposition 5.2.2 Under the condition of Theorem 3.2.1, we have 
f {p^-plof{x,t)dx^O, (5.2.4) 
Jo 
and 
\{p - Poo){-:t)\\Li G [ 1 , 0 0 ) ， (5.2.5) 
as t —> oo. 
Proof: From the Lemma 5.2.1, we proved that 
Jo 
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from equation (3.1.3) and (4.1.9), using Holder inequality, one has 
I 丢 / : ( 厂 綱 
二 I [ 2 (p2 — pl)2pptdx\ 
Jo 
=M - pL)pPtdx 
Jo 
=4| / {p^ - pl)p'u,dx\ 
Jo 
< 4 / |p2 - p � 4 |〜丨c b 
Jo . 




Taking into account the uniform energy estimates (4.1.5), and using the same 
method as in Proposition 5.1.2 and Lemma 5.1.1, we have (5.2.4). 
On the other hand, from (4.1.9) and (5.2.4), we have 
[ { p - PooY{x,t)dx 
JQ 
Jo 
as t — 0 0 . 
For 1 < g < 4, using Holder inequality, and from (4.1.9), we have 
/ ( p - Poc)'^(x,t)dx 
Jo 
<C{[ (p — p�)4d:r” 0. 
Jo 
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For 4 < g < 00, we have 





< C / {p-Pocy{l-x)^dx 
Jo 
<c [ (p-Pooy^ch40. 口 
Jo 
Thus, we finish the proof of Theorem 3.2.1. 
• End of chapter. 
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